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Rob's job?.
Is Rob Calabrese the key to UCF's
success this season? -sEESPORTS,A6
Arrest
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Katrina

Follow the path of the
infamous storm -SEE NEWS,A2

SPIDER MAN
SHOULD HAVE

Social work class gives back

SHHHHH!

Students work together to fill backpacks

27-year-old Randy Humple of
Westminster has been sentenced to
90 days in jail for stealing aspider
from apublic library. Staffat the
Westminster library called police
May 1~ after they discovered Chili
Rose,a Chilean Rose tarantula at the
information desk, had disappeared.
Witnesses told authorities they saw
Humple with the spider and that he
bragged about swi ing it.
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ALEX KOENIG
Contributing Writer

It's one thing for a
social work professor to
lecture students on the
importance of helping
those stricken-with poverty.
another
thing
It's
entirely for a professor to
actually provide students
with some real-life experience assisting the less fortunate.

Eileen Abel, an associate professor of social
work, however, managed
to accomplish both.
Abel's class - Macro
Level Roles and Interventions in Social Work Practice - took place during
SummerC.
According to Abel, the
objective of the class is to
"look at how we use the
resource system and communities and organizations to empower people."

This summer, Abel's
class worked with Jewish
Family Services, an organization that is dedicated "to
enhance family life and to
meet the human service
needs of individuals and
families residing in the
greater Orlando community,'' according to the the
group's website.
They embarked on a ·
project called School Mat-
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COURTESY COLEENCICALE

Students in Eileen Abel's sodal workdass fill backpacks with school supplies to
PLEASESEE CLASS ON A4 · donate to Jewish FamilyServices and help middle and elementary school kids.

Blooddrive
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MAN FINDS
PAINTING'S

pits police
against
firefighters

STASH

ACherokee County man found a _
hidden treasure in apainting he
bought at an auction:four pounds of
marijuana. Gordon Clement,80,
discovered the pot stashed inside of
the painting, which he bought at a
post office auction about five years
ago. He found the drugs last
weekend when he tried to sell the
artwork at another auction.

-~

Collection extends into Aug.

•

BECKY JACKSON
Staff Writer

m

Florida's.Blood Centers want you to help save
a life by supporting local law enforcement during
its Guns and Hoses Blood Drive event
From July 14 through Aug. 20, Central Florida's
fire; police and sheriff's departments are encouraging its communities to donate blood and vote
for their favorite agency.
Donors can hop
on the Big Red Bus
or visit one of the
Blood
Centers'
local branches to
support firefighters
DATE: July 14-Aug.20
by
choosing
FLORIDA'SBLOODCENTERS
"hoses" or police
UCF:MOD 629 (behind
officers and sheriff Classroom 1)
deputies by choosHOURS: Mon: 10a.m.-4 p.m.;
ing "guns."
T
ues:10a.m.-6 p.m.;Wed:9
Lucky for the
a.m.-5p.m.;Thurs:10 a.m.-6
UCF community,
p.m.;Fri: 9a.m.-noon.
there's a branch on
campus in MOD
GUNS: Police officers andsheriff
629, behind Classdeputies
room Building L
HOSES: Firefighters
This blood drive
is the third installment of its kind but
the first to include firefighters, said Pat Michaels,
executive director of public relations at Central
Florida's Blood Centers.
For the past two years, the organization hosted
a Battle of the Badges Blood Drive between the
police department and the sheriff department
According to Michaels, firefighters were
included this year because they are known as first

Breaking
news on
your cell

•

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Justtextthe keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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AROUND CAMPU~,A2
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GETTlNG READY FOR
GRADUATE SCHOOL

"

Career Services will be reaching
students the planning process for
applying to graduate or
professional school. The event will
be held in Ferrell Commons, Room
185-Con Wednesday,August 4
from 3 p.m.to 4 p.m.
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GUNS AND HOSES
BLOOD DRIVE
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· TEEN ATTACKS MAN
• FOR LISTENING TO
RAP MUSIC
ti
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According to authorities in Palm
Bay,a black teenager attacked a
22-year-old white man because
he was listening to rap music. The
teencould be charged with a hate
crime.

FORMER POLICE
OFFICER ON TRIAL
FOR K-9 DEATH
Aformer Miami-Dade police
officer, Sgt. AllenCockfield, ison
trial for allegedly killing his K-9 by
kicking him in June 2006.
Cockfield claimsthe canine
attacked him.
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PLEASESEE

FIREFIGHTERS ON A4

Shooting behind a different lens
Film utilizes new camera technology
TIMOTHY MCCORMACK
Contributing Writer

Early last Friday night,
the flash of strobe lights
shone on a sea of people
who swayed inside of a
small, dirty club that
·1ooked like it belonged in
the 1980s, but it wasn't just
a regular club.
What looks like a
cramped, disgusting. club
was a facade finished just
the day before located
inside of a gigantic, state of
the art sound stage, part of
UCFs stunning Center For
Emerging Media in downtown Orlando.

Three cameramen circle the sea of d ancing
actors, hoisting small Digital SLR cameras on their
shoulders.
These three cameras are
an integral part of the story
to making Bad Pixels
directed by Alex Bowser.
While the drama on the
screen is dominated by the
unique story of Kyrie, an
oppressed teenager living
in a bleak. male-dominated
dictatorship who discovers
a synthesizer whose music
can restore equality to her

society, behind the scenes
these cameras are a big part
of the story.
Bad Pixels is one of the
first full length movies_to
use the Canon 7D digital
single lens reflex (SLR)
camera that is primarily
used for still photography
but are also capable of high
resolution video.
The Canon 5D Mark II,
the other Digital SLR camera used to shoot Bad Pixels, was first pioneered by
Andrew Gay, another UCF
Film graduate, whose MFA
film Naked was the first to
ever be shot on Canon 5.
_,:My cinematographer
PLEASE SEE

DIRECTOR ON A5

COURTESYALEX BOWSER

Bad Pixels is one ofthe first full-length movies to incorporate the Canon 7D
digital single-l~ns reflex, a camera used primarily for still photography.
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HURRICANE KATRINA: FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
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News and notices for
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: Build ·awinning resume
, Career Services will be
; offering students a chance
, to build resumes that will
: stand out to potential ·
: employers at their event
: "Success by Design: Build
: Wmning Resumes."
employers
, These
: spend fewer than 30 sec' onds reviewing your
: resume, so having an eye
: catching
resume
is
: extremely important.
: Recruiters should see
: an
attention-grabbing
: resume and job seekers
1 need resumes
that target
: the job they want.
; This event will take
: place Tuesday from 11:00
: a.m. to noon in Ferrell
: Commons Room 185-C.
: Contact Career Ser: vices at 407-823-2361 for
•r more information.
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News Editor

Aug. 24, 200S

News.CFF@gmailcom

Katrina becomes the 11th named storm of the 2005
hurricane season.

Online News Editor
Online.CFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editor

Aug.2S,200S

Monique Valdes x213

Tropical Storm Katrina is declared a hurricane as
it approaches the eastern coast of Florida. The eye of
the Category 1 hurricane makes landfall near Miami
with winds gusting to 80 mph.

Opinions.CFF@gmaif.com

•
•
••

Variety Editor
Jessica Martin x214

•

Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Aug. 26, 200S

Photo Editors

The hurricane moves into the Gulf of Mexico and
is headed toward the U.S. Gulf Coast.

Emre Kelly x213 ·
Rami Rotlewiczx213

•

Phdto.CFF@gmailcom

Sunday

Staff Writers
Michelle Dendy,
Matt Reinstetle, Kerri Anne
Renzulli, Christina DeParis ,
Camille Thomas, Becky Jackson,
Jessica Campbell ·

Aug. 28, 200S
The National Hurricane Center says the hurricane
has become a Category 5 storm. Evacuation orders
are given for New Orleans and the Mississippi and
Alabama coasts.

•

Staff Photographers

Hurricane Katrina makes landfall on the Louisiana
coast, east of New Orleans. The storm de~troys areas
of the Gulf Coast; Biloxi and Gulfport, Miss., are
among the harde&t hit.

George Oehl, Rami Rotlewia,
. Tina Russell, Christina DeParis,
Erin Drew, Rayma Jenkins

•

Copy Editors

..

Padrick Brewer, Tamra Martin,
Zoar Ortiz, Adrienne Cutway,
Becky Jackson

Production

Tuesday
KHAMPHA BOUAPHANH /

Sections of two levees break allowing water from
Lake Pontchartrain to flood areas of New Orleans
and leaving at least 80 percent of the city underwat~r.
Both Mississippi and Louisiana are plagued with
looting.

""

Joseph Mangabat
MarkThom~n

FORTWORTH STAR-TELEGRAM

Aug. 30, 200S ·

Victoria Mueller breaks down
in tears while waiting hours
for food and supplies in
Metairie, La.on Sept.1,2005.

•

Editorial Adviser
Michelle Yoffee
MichelleY@SeminoleChronide.com

-"¥

BUSINESS

..

407-447-4555

Wednesday

Advertising Sales Director

Aug.31,200S
New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin estimates the death
toll for the city is in the thousands. The federal government declares a public health emergency to accelerate
efforts to help hurricane victims.
·

KHAMPHA BOUAPHANH /
FORTWORTH STAR-TELEGRAM

New Orleans police are pulled
away from rescue efforts to
deal with looters.

KHAMPHA BOUAPHANH /

FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM

Outside of New Orleans, a patient is
transported to a makeshift transport hub·
for medical attention on Sept.1,2005.

Adam VerCammen x204
AdamV@KnightNewspapers.com
I

Distribution Manager
Chris Biddulph x211
ChrisB@KnightNewspapers.com

· Thursday

Genera1 Manager

••

Raymond G. Bush x220

Sept. 1, 200S

RayB@KnightNewspapers.com

Conditions in New Orleans grow worse as food
and water disappear, and transportation out of the
city is limited. President Bush asks former Presidents
Bill Clinton and George HW Bush to help raise funds
for the hurricane relief efforts.

•

Fax: 407-447-4556
Published by Knight Newspapers

Friday

•

118~ High Tech Ave. Ste.100
Orlando, FL32817

Sept. 2, 200S
A National Guard convoy arrives in New Orleans
to provide water, food and security. President Bush
visits Mobile, Ala.; Biloxi, Miss.; and New Orleans to
survey the hurricane damage.

PATRICK SCHNEIDER / CHARLOTTE OBSERVER

Ky Hoang walks among the littered remains of a street in Biloxi, Miss., trying
to salvage belongings from his parents' destroyed home on Aug. 30, 2005.

"'UCF

•

Stands For Opportunity•

Sources: National Hµrricane Center, CNN, MCT
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How the threat developed
Hurricane Katrina hit Aorida as aCategory 1storm, gained power over
the Gulf of Mexico and hit Louisiana three and ahalf days later as a
Category 3monster.

Tropk:al 9bffl
Wind
speed

Category 1

Category 2

~ 74 mph
7,4-95 m ph
96-110 mph 111-130 m ph 131-155 mph
(63-119kph) (119-153 kph) (154-1n kph) (178-209 kph) (210-249kph)

storm

L.eaa than

4-5 ft.

6-8 ft.

surge

S ft. (1 5 m)

(1 2-1 5 m)

(1 .8-24 m)

9-12 ft.
(2.7-3.7m)

155+ mph
(250+ kph)

13-18 tt.

More than

{4.5-5m)

18ft. (55 m)

f
I
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Press

PRESS

Hurricane categories

UfZF
RECYCLES
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One free copyofthe Central Rorida Future
permitted per issue. If available,
additional copies may be purchased from
our office with priorapprovalfor$1 each.
Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators
may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University
discipline.

Guff of M6Xico_

Soun:»: Nallonal Hurricane C.,ter
Graphic: Helen Mc:Comas, lM Ht,ilteng, Pal
O20T0MCT

=-150 miles

LOCAL WEATHER

near 1OSF. Chance of rain 40%.

High:94° Tonight:Isolated thunderstorms
Low:78° then partly cloudy overnight.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

\)

•

SCOTT FISHER/ SUN-SENTINEL

Katrina nears the Florida coast and
gains hurricane status on Aug. 25, 2005. ·

EVENING ingfollowed by scattered thunderT-STORMS storms in the afternoon.Heat index

~

..

Ryan Bass x215
Sports.CFF@gmailcom

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Partly cloudy in themom-

,J

•

Sports Editor,

Friday

Former police officer on trial
for death of his K-9

•

..

Meghan Lindnerx213

Thursday

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

MIAMI - A former
Miami-Dade police officer
is on trial for the death of
hisK-9.
According to prosecuters, the K-9 died due a
series of kicks allegedly
delivere d by Sgt. Allen
Cockfield during a training session in June 2006.
According
to the
defense, the dog, named
Duke, was a 70-pound
aggressive canine that
attacked Cockfield.
Cockfield has been
charged with misdemeanor animal cruelty
and a felony count of
killing a police dog.
If he is convicted,
Cockfield faces being sent
to jail and losing his state
police certification.
Cockfield had been a
canine handler ·with the
two
department for
decades. He was fired
after a yearlong investigation into Duke's death.
Duke was his fourth police
dog.

Editor-in-Chief
Carlos Pineda x213

Brandi Broxson x213

Aug.29,200S

PALM BAY :- According to authorities in
coastal Florida, a black
teen accused of attacking a
man did so because the
man was white and listening to rap music.
The teen could be
charged with a hate crime.
The teen was taken into
custody ·o n Monday and
charged with battery.
Police spokeswoman
Yvonne Martinez said the
teen asked the 22-year-old
victim to stop listening to
rap music. He then struck
the victim in the face.
The state attorney's
office will review the
charges. It is unknown
whether or not the teen
has an attorney.

407-447-4558

Wednesday

Monday

Teen attacks man for listening to rap music

...

CFieditor@gmailcom

: Planning for graduate school

LOCAL
&STATE

-

NEWSROOM

Achronology of Hurricane Katrina's devastating path
thro·ugh the Gulf Coast in 2005

r

: If you have plans to
'. apply to graduate school
: or professional school or
: are considering the·option,
' Career Services will be
: hosting an event that helps
, students become familiar
: with the planning process
: and time line of applying.
Students can learn
about graduate school
applications,
personal
statements and graduate
school interviews.
The event will be held
Wednesday, August 4
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in
Ferrell Commons, Room
185-C.
For more information
contact Career Services at
407-823-2361.

-

Friday

High: 92°

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 78°

Saturday

High: 90°

SCATTERED STORMS Low:77°
V

LET US KNOW
The Future is working to
compile information about
organizations and events in
the UCF community for our
calendar on UCFNews.com
and the Around Campus section of the paper.
If you know of any information you or your organization would like us to include,
send
an
e-mail
to
Events.CFF@gmail.com
',j

J

•
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Wildfires burn 30-plus homes, threaten 150
RAQUEL MARIA DILLON
Associated Press

-

...

•

•

•

TEHACHAPI, Calif. Two wildfires that erupted and spread quickly
near the Mojave Desert
have destroyed dozens of
homes and forced evacuations in remote areas of
California as hundreds of
firefighters work to contain the flames.
The most ·destructive
of the fires was burning
about 10 miles southeast
of Tehachapi, which is
about 75 miles north of
Los Angeles.
More than 30 homes
were lost in the small hill
community of Old West
Ranch and another 150
structures were threatened, firefighters said
Tuesday.
Kern County Fire
Department
Engineer
Anthony Romero said the
fire erupted at about 3
p.m. in the area some 70
miles north of Los Angeles. It has grown to 1,230
acres, or nearly 2 square
miles, according to the fire
department.
"The wind has been a
big factor," Romero said.
"It's changing on us a lot."
Homes in the eastern
foothills of the Tehachapi
Mountains were smoldering early Wednesday, with
one structure appearing to
have collapsed in on itself.
A singed, wooden banister
was ,the only piece of the
home left standing.
About ~50 firefighters
from several different
agencies were on the
scene,- along with waterdropping aircraft.
Battalion Chief David
Goodell said the fire was
about 25 percent contained at 1 a.m. Crews
were working on the
southeast corner of the
blaze widening bulldozer
lines and setting backfires.
''We're trying to put to

SEAN WORK / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Two wildfires that erupted Tuesday and spread quickly in Southern California have destroyed dozens of homes including this house about five miles above Highline Road in Tehachapi and forced evacuations in
remote areas of the state's Kem County. More than 30 homes were lost in the small hill community of Old West Ranch and another 1S0 structures were threatened, firefighters said.

bed a fire that could get a
lot bigger," h~ said.
Years of drought, along
with tree diseases and
bugs among the foothills'
pine and chaparral, have
turned the area into a "tinderbox," Goodell said.
The cause of the fire is
under investigation.
· Wyant Winsor, 52, a
delivery driver for the
local school district, was
working on property he
owns in Old West Ranch
when he saw the first
smoke at about 2:20 p.m.
and watched- as it grew:
rapidly over the next half

hour.
When the fire department told him to evacuate,
he parked his tractor in a
clearing and made a run
for it. .
"Hopefully it'll be OK. I
guess I'll know tomorrow,
he said with a nervous
laugh.
Winsor said he and a
friend drove down the
road through the fire with
flames lapping at his truck ·
on both sides, barely able
to see the road in front of
them through the smoke.
Trace Robie, a housewife who lives on Old

West Ranch, said the fire
grew very quickly and
spread through the dry
brush; old oaks and pines
on the steep hillside.
She grabbed a handful
of clothes, her dogs, her
cat, a dish to give her pets
water and her purse. "I
always said I'd grab my
photo albums but there
was no time. I didn't even
think about it," she said.
A Red Cross shelter for
displaced residents was
set up at Jacobsen Middle
School in Tehachapi. By
late Tuesday, only 11 people had checked in, said

shelter manager Leonard
Arends.
Arends, who lives in
Tehachapi, described the
Old West Ranch area as a
mix of mobile homes and
large new stucco homes
surrounded by heavy pine
and oak brush. He said the
residents are a close-knit
group of people, many of
them retirees.
In northern Kern
County, a wildfire in
Sequoia National Forest
burned more than 11,000
acres, or 17 square miles. It
earlier destroyed six
homes and forced the

evacuation of a camp for
juvenile offenders near
Kemville. It was five percent contained.
The cause of the blaze,
which began Monday, is
under investigation.
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger declared
a state of emergency for
Kem County ori Tuesday,
freeing up state resources
to battle the fires.
In far northeastern California, crews have 80 percent containment of lightning fires that have
burned 250 acres of timber in Lassen County.
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Class project unites students
FROM Al

ters, an annual back-to-school drive that focuses
on assisting elementary
and middle school students whose families, as a
result of the recent economic recession, cannot
afford -school supplies.
The goal of Abel's
class was to donate 50
backpacks loaded with
school supplies to families in need.
To do this, Abel divided her 37-student class
into teams, each one contributing a separate role
in the project.
The teams ranged
from communications to
re-ruling·anclwriting.
Abel and her students
proved that hard work

and determination go a said. "They learned that
long way, and the small some people truly suffer
class yielded big results.
more in downturn econoThe class rallied my. I really think students
enough support to get were amazed they could
hundreds of school items do so much in so little
donated to them.
time working together."
As a result, Abel's class
"I didn't know a lot
finished with enough about macro social work
items to give about 60 before taking this course,"
academically equipped said Coleen Cicale, a senbackpacks to the less for- ior and one of Abel's students. "But I wanted to be
tunate.
The
backpacks able
to
help
the
include an assortment of oppressed and underrepsupplies, from colored resented."
pencils to glue sticks to
As the course draws to
hand sanitizers.
a close, however, Cicale is
Abel had nothing but confident
that
she
positive things to say became a more efficient
about her students.
student and is elated that
"Our students used a she was able to improve
lot of initiative, did a fan- the lives of others.
tastic job and applied
"I learned how to
many of their skills," Abel write ·a press release, an.d

I learned how to portray
myself in a professional
manner," Cicale said. "I
thought it was amazing to
give students the idea
that they are cared for."
The students in Abel's
class put their backpacks
together T~esday.
"I really appreciate
what (Abel) is doing,"
said Andrienne Cooperman, the program manager for Emergency Services at JFS. ·~1 think
they've done an amazing
job, and I can't wait to see
them ptit their backpacks
together."
Students who would
like to learn more about
School Matters or JFS are
encouraged to call 407or
visit
644-7593
www.jfsorlando.org.

Members of Eileen Abel's dass pose with some of the backpacks they filled with school supplies as part of a class project.

Firefighters hold
lead in blood drive
FROM Al

...,,.,,,,....,....

....
"1asll\o:I~
- -"'
______
__,c:.,11
responders, those who are
first on the scene oftrauma,...,_brillfYIOl!lt--,,
related events, and would
be of help to get the comfllllld-- ....... ~
lldl*ladwlll-*illllhlf"
munity involved.
~ .. tmy..._
''We opened it to them
·Ocdl-----lO!w:11
-DOQll!ylOl*cld~
because a lot of first responders knew the importance
of firefighters because they
~~
know very well the necessi1Q !WII,
ty of · blood donations,"
GI*'
Michaels said. "They deal
5-11111
with accidents and when
people need blood transfusions. Some of our highest
donations come from first
responders."
Pat .McCabe, assistant
fire chief at the Wmter Park
Fire Rescue Department, but it will be closed Aug. 9
said the summer months through Aug. 20.
The "Big Red Bus" will
are a high-trauma time at
local hospitals because be on campus on the south
more people traveling and side of the Student Union
branching qutside of their from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Aug.
comfort zones, so blood 9.
By voting for either
donations are needed at an
"guns" or "hoses;• students
all-time high.
It takes 48 hours from and faculty will receive a
the time a ·donation is commemorative Guns and
received to be given to a Hoses T-shirt As ofJuly 26,
trauma victim, said David the lloses are leading the
Wiggins, director of donor Guns 691 votes to 425 votes,
recruitment for Florida's Michaels said.
Blood centers, in an e-mail
This comes as no surMcCabe sees the UCF prise to McCabe, who said
community as an important "[Florida's Blood Centers]
stakeholder in making the wanted the blood drive to
blood drive a success.
be successful, and anytime
"The great thing about · you put the firefighters
the university is that there is against the cops, we always
a large concentration of win. We're the good guys."
people who get involved;'
But he said the real winMcCabe ~d. ''.Anytime you ners are the p~ple who
have those things together, need the blood donations.
it's going to be successful,
''The more blood out in
because young people want the community, the -better;'
to be involved in programs McCabe said.
and in the community, and I
Participants can track
think there's a larger chance the blood drive's progress at
· of people interacting and www.floridasbloodcenencouraging each other to ters.org/gunsandhoses.
donate."
The winner of the Guns
The Florida's Blood cen- and Hoses Blood Drive will
ters' campus location is be announced Aug. 20, and
. open Monday through Fri- the results will be posted on
day during the blood drive, the website.
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Director uses camera technology in production
FROM Al

,.

-

, .
~

.

...

(Director of Photography
Jon Perez) was insistent we
shoot the film on the
Canon 7D and 5D Mark II
because they are both able
to shoot 24 frames per second in high definition, and
they allow you to shoot in
low light, shoot handheld,
and they have a ton of versatility," Bowser said.
Most importantly, the
stunning
technological
advancement allows for
independentftlm.makersto
save thousands of dollars
on film and was spurred in
part by UCF's unique take
on requiring Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema graduate
students to raise money for
production costs and shoot
thJir own full length film in
order to graduate.
"One of the reasons I
chose UCF when I was
looking at graduate ·programs is that it's set up for
you to make a feature,
obtain all the rights to the
film and complete your
MFA," Bowser said
It's not the only thing
that the crew raves about
the UCF Film program.
"I was very grateful that
UCF has a place where
people can just meet each
other," said VJ.ky Reynoso,
second assistant director.
"In the film department,
you can just walk anywhere
and you'll meet the most
interesting people, and
they're doing the most
interesting things. And just
this building here (the UCF
Center for Emerging
Media), this building is perfect. UCF has put so much
thought into everything."
Bowser agrees wholeheartedly. 1,
"The new UCF Film
infrastructure set .up by
John Bohen, who really
took the student's input and
brought in the Digital SLR
cameras, is what allowed
me to make this film within

the budget range that I
had," Bowser said.
The new Digital SLR
technology has allowed
Bowser to film his dystopian 1980s new wave,
inspired vision for under
$10,000.
"This is the future, especially in indie films," said
Tom Hurter, administrator
for UCF Film.
The department is insistent on training students to
use and embrace the new
Digital SLR technology for
shooting movies.
In fact, several UCF Film
professors .are literally
using Bad Pixels to help
write guides on how to film
using Digital SLR cameras.
Pioneering the new
technology has not been
without obstacles.

"The native codec, or
format, that the camera
shoots on is not an editing
codec," Bowser said "It's a
compressed web codec,
which is not ideal for editing, so we've had to convert
it every time we finish
shooting to something we
can edit, and we've shot 28
hours offootage, so digital
storage obviously becomes
a concern."
Still, those concerns
have not stopped Bowser
from pursuing his vision,
aided by UCF's cutting
edge Digital SLR technology. Unlike the dark, dystopian world of Bad Pixels, the
future looks bright for him.
"If it wasn't for the way
UCF is set-up, I wouldn't be
able to be .here," Bowser
said

PHOTOS COURTESY ALEX BOWSER

The production of Bad Pixel, a film by UCF student Alex Bowser, is being used by some film professors at the university to
showcase an example of how to use Digital SLR technology to film.
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Will QB Rob
Calabrese be
able to step
up in2010?
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

MATT GARZA THROWS FIRST
NO-HITTER IN RAYS HISTORY

•
•

ST. PETERSBURG - The Tampa Bay
Rays finally wound up on the right side
of a memorable pitching performance.
Matt Garza threw the first no-hitter
in franchise history and the fifth in the
major leagues this season, beating the
Detroit Tigers 5-0 Monday night. ·
'We needed one. Idon't care who it
came from. We just needed one for our
own confidence;'Garza said, mindful
that the Rays have been held hitless
four times in their 13-season history
- three times in the past year. "The
guys are just as excited as I am. It's fun:'
The 26-year-old right-hander faced
the minimum 27 batters in his 106th
career start, allowing only a secondinning walk to Brennan Boesch, for a
team that's often been on the wrong
end of pitching gems lately.
Two of the no-hitters tossed against
the Rays since July 2009 were perfect
games. They didn't manage a hit
Monday off starter Max Scherzer until
Matt Joyce's sixth-inning grand slam.
"It was one of those days where
everything lined up;'.(;arza said. '.The
defense made great plays. I really can't
say enough about them:'
Garza (11-5) was the latest to shine
in the Year ofthe Pitcher. The last time
there were at least five no-hitters in a
season was 1991, when Hall of Farner
Nolan Ryan threw one of seven in the
big leagues that year, according to
STATS LLC.
It's only the third time in major
league history that a team has been
involved in three no-hitters during one
season. The 1917 St. Louis Browns and
Chicago White Sox were involved in
three - all against each other.
It's also the first time in 37 years that
two no-hitters have occurred in the
same AL ballpark in one season. After
going 1,006 games without one at
Tropicana Reid, two have been tossed
in the last 11 games at the hitterfriendly dome.
"The guy obviously made history for
Tampa, congratulations to him;' Detroit
manager Jim Leyland said, adding that
Garza dominated the Tigers with "high
fastball after high fastball:'
Garza, the 2008 AL championship
series MVP, rebounded from one of his
worst outings this season to win his
fourth straight decision and tie acareer
best for victories. He retired pinch-hitter
Ramon Santiago for the final out on an
easy fly ball to right fielder Ben Zobrist,
who made aterrific running catch in
the third to rob Danny Worth.

FOOTBALL

GIANTS QB MANNING GIVES
SCHOLARSHIP TO OLE MISS

•

•
•
•

OXFORD, Miss. - New York Giants
quarterback Eli Manning and his wife,
Abby, have given $1 million to a needsbased academic scholarship program at
their alma mater.
Ole Miss Opportunity was created
after a6.5 percent tuition increase was
approved this year at the University of
Mississippi, to cover the gap between
all of a student's other scholarships and
grants and the average cost oftuition,
housing and a meal allowance.
"Academics was very important to
me when Iwas here;' Manning, who
met his wife when they were both
students in Oxford, said Saturday."!
studied and worked hard trying to
make good grades.
''This giving back is really about
giving someone a chance to enjoy Ole
Miss;'he continued. "The reason I came
to Ole Miss over many other schoolsis
because Ithought if Inever played a
down of football, this is where I would
want to go to school'.'
Manning graduated in 2003 with a
degree in marketing, was the No. 1
draft pick in 2004 and led the Giants to
win Super Bowl XLII in 2009. Abby
McGrewManning, a native of Nashville,
earned a degree in family and
consumer sciences in 2005 and pursued
a career in fashion.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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This is the second in a
two-part series of questions about the UCF football team heading into Fall
camps.

•

1.What player needs to step
up this year in order for the
team to reach it's potential?
That role rests with the
starting quarterback, Rob
Calabrese.
He had the opportunity
last season to watch and
learn from the calm. cool
Brett Hodges and how
composed he was during
games.
Hopefully that transfers over to Calabrese,
who has looked frantic at
times behind center.
The junior has shown
flashes of being a quality
starting quarterback, but
he's going to have to be
consistent on the field and
not turn the ball over for
the Knights to be successful in 2010.

~

2. Who is the top offensive
newcomer that can make an
impact this year?

~'

Watch out for Iowa
transfer Jeff Brinson at the
running back position.
The St. Petersburg
native wanted to transfer
closer to home and fits in
nicely at UCF. ·
With the absence of
Brynn Harvey because of
an injury for the start of the
season, the sophomore
Brinson can come in and
provide depth at a position .,.
that will be a question
mark until Harvey returns.
Brinson was limited to
just one carry last season
CFF ARCHIVE
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A many thanks,
Knights just
ag.~well to all the start for Davis ·
emotions and feelings to
sort through, but this
farewell is bittersweet.
It's pretty surreal to
know that this is the last
time my byline appears in
the Future, a publication I
have been linked with
ever since I joined just
more than three years

ago.
Man, time has flown.
This won't be the last
time you hear from me,
just the last time you see
my name in this newspaper. rm moving forward,
focusing on producing
content for my website,
www.thesportsreportonline.com. moving toward
the video and multimedia
side and focusing on perfecting my craft on my '
radio show, The Sports
Report.
I see this as a time for
me to grow and reach
past what's been my
potential for the last three
years, but first some
thanks need to be handed
out.

1bank you to the very
first person who allowed
me to join the Future:
Padrick Brewer. You're
my colleague, friend and
mentor. You've taught m e

CARSON INGLE
Staff Writer

Sports Editor

(D

for Ryan Bass'
past articles:
www.UCFNews.com

more about how to cover
UCF sports than, anything
rve ever learned in a
classroom. When I think
of the Future, I think of
you and no, not because
you've been here since I
was a sophomore in high
school
1bank you to the person I shadowed for two
years and wanted to
always live up to: Brian
Murphy. I wanted that top
spot on the sports staff
but you wouldn't give it to
me. I had to earn it.
I wrote my features
like you and I continued .
to try to one-up you on
every story. You made me
a better writer.
1bank you to the staff
oflast semester, most
notably my co-partners
PLEASE SEE

I'll ON A7
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The paramount event
in the recruiting process ·
and in any college selection is the official visit.
Seeing the various universities allow a prospective student to know
where they plan to spend
the next four or five years
of their lives.
New freshman point
guard Jarvis Davis didn't
take such luxuries. After
losing coach Bobby Lutz
to the firing line at his first
commitment, Charlotte,
Davis knew that he could
only play for Donnie
Jones.
"I had trust in coach
Jones and his stafl:" he
said "I knew them at Marshall, previously. I am pretty satisfied with the outCOURTESY UCFATHLETICS
come of my decision so Point guard Jarvis Davis was a UCF Knight less than 24 hours after newhead
far."
coach Donnie Jones took the position.
Davis was a Knight
fewer than 24 hours after
"Coach Jones wanted it wasn't just about baskethis new coach became me from the start," Davis ball to him."
one. The two will be said "Since October, he's
Davis not only shows
inevitably tied together in recruited me pretty hard faith in his new mentor,
their journeys together at The other thing I liked but also in the preparation ,.
UCF. The freshman from about it is he called my that got pim to this point.
Columbia. S.C., wouldn't parents and siblings. He
have it any other way.
really got to know me and
PLEASE SEE LEARNING ON A7
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Harvey key to
bowl chances

Learning a top priority for Davis
FROM A6

,.

..1

One teammate that
Davis will especially need
He took an extra year of to gain chemistry with is
seasoning and went to one A.J. Rompza. He knows
of the top prep schools in that Rompza, a two-year
the country, Hargrave Mil- starter, can teach him a lot
itary Academy. Davis aver- about the point guard
aged 13 points, five assists position.
and six steals a game for a
''We go at it hard on the
team that went 24-1 on the court," Davis said. "He's
year.
older than me. He has
According to Davis, the more experience. He can
competition and winning help me out to get better.
environment he experi- He sits me down some
enced at the academy will times and tells me to go get
be a big part ofhis success the ball and calm everyone
at the Division I level
down."
''We were No. 1 in the
Calming down the
nation," Davis said. ''We other four on the court and
had talent. Every day you being a floor general co_u ld
had to go out and compete. . be the Davis' strength.
With the competition With the skill set the freshthere, you have no way not man possesses, some have
/to get better."
drawn the NBA parallel to
Winning at UCF will Boston Celtic Rajon
depend dn how well Davis Rondo.
and his teammates mesh.
Jones sees his first
This is yet another area recruit as the future of the
that he has no worries progralll.
about
"Jarvis brings tough''We are a pretty close ness," Jones said. "He's a
nit group," he said. "I am true point, a pass-first
real comfortable with point guard who makes
thelll."
others around him better.

He's a good defender. I
think his ability to score
will get better over time."
Though Davis will
admittedly say that distributing the basketball is the
best part of his game, it's
his defense that catches
the eye of those who see
him play.
.
It would appear he may
be set to be UCF's best
defender in the backcourt
since Dave Noel, an AllConference USA defensive team selection in
2007-08.
Davis wasn't always a
standout defender and
says it is more about an
attitude then any specific
technique.
"It's really an effort and
will thing," he said ''Everyone can't be a lockdown
defender. You have to have
the mindset to go out there
and say 'I am going to stop
this guy or I am going to do
whatever it takes to help
my team be successful on
defense.'"
Confident in his coach,
his background, his team-

KNIGHTS NOTES
FIRST UNDER JONES
Jarvis Davis was the first player to
be added to the Knights under
new head coach Donnie Jones' era.

FROM A6

SEASON OF SEASONING
Davis spend his post-graduate year
at one of the top prep schools in
the nation, Hargrave Military
Academy. He helped lead them to
a 24-1record last year.

with a foot injury, but he
was a highly touted
prospect coming out of
Northeast High School
after rushing for 4,925
yards and 67 touchdowns
on 567 carries in his career.

DAVIS THE DEFENDER
Davis is known for his defensive
ability,averaging six steals a game.

3. Who is the top defensive
newcomer that can make an
impact this year?
The biggest impact a
newcomer can make is on
the defensive,line, which is
· why I feel Qµenton Brown
CfF ARCHIVE
will have a chance to make Coach O'Leary has never had back-tosome noise.
back winning seasons while at UCF.
The Tucker, Ga., native
can provide power at the S. What has head coach
ends and will help fill the George O'Leary done well
void left by the Knights' while at UCF, and what does
two defensive line anchors he need to improve going
of the past in Torrell forward?
Troupe and Travis TimDuring his tenure, he's
mons.
continued to improve on
At 6-foot-~, 215-pounds, his recruiting classes year
Brown needs to add more after year, not to mention
weight, but once he does, giving Kevin Smith a shot
expect to see his name pop at running back after other
up in the box score often
.schools were rec11,1iting
him to play defense. Seems
4. Which player will have the like that worked out well
biggest impact on special
As far as improvements,
teams in 2010?
consistency is the key.
Last season, it wasn't UCF has alternated winknown how freshman ning seasons during his
Qµincy McDuffie would fit tenure and· hasn't been
into the Knights' plans.
consistently atop of CHe ended up being the USA since joining in 2005.
plan, especially when .it
came to the return game.
6. Gut feeling on the team's
The sophomore wide final record at the end of the
out registered 944 kickoff regular season and what
return yards last season, makes a successful season?
averaged 24.2 yards per
Final record should
kickoff an returned a kick read8-4.
for a touchdown in what
The defense is great,
was a marvelous display of but they need to get consisathleticism and raw speed tent play out of the quarIn 2010, he will be the terback position to be able
. go-to guy for kick returns to win on a more consisand should be featured in tent basis. If Harvey comes
the punt return formation back healthy, UCF has a
as well
chance to go bowling.

mates and his game, the
ceiling is high for Davis.
But the bottom line for the
newcomer remains being
a champion. The pass-first
point guard knows no ·difference between personal
go~ and team goals.
"My biggest aspiration:
I want to win," Davis said
''I want to win conference.
I want to go to the tournament and do well in the
tournament."

•

I'll always have my memor1e.s
FROM A6

Will Perry and Danny
Aiello and not to mention
Jeffrey Riley and Ashley
Carnifax.
We did video and went
beyond the fine print to
bring fans coverage. We
won awards, set records,
but most of all, we had fun
doing it
rll never forget our
dedicated coverage of the
St. Pete Bowl, which oh, by
the way; we won an award
for.
Classic.
Thank you to the
coaches and athletes that
have allowed me to feature
their lives and stories.
You've allowed me to

delve into your personal
lives so that fans can see
what I see as a part of the
media rve been able to .
tell your stories and, quite
frankly; feel like rve been a
part of a lot of them as
well
But, most importantly;
thank you, the reader.
You're the reason I spend
countless hours covering
sporting events.
You're the reason rm in
the Future offices researching and planning out content to make sure you're
up to date on the teams
you want to follow.
I have so many countless memories while having a Future credential
around my neck, from

being on the sidelines for
UCF footb~ games and
having the opportunity to
cover college football bowl
games, including this·
year's Capital One and
Champs Sports bowls.
rve covered games in
St. Pete, Miami and even
drove up to Greenville,
N.C., last season to cover
the UCF vs. East Carolina
game.
I had one of the best
media moments ever witnessing one of my fellow
media mates get called out
by ESPN reporter Erin
Andrews in an elevator
after commenting on how
inclement the weather was
at the Capital One Bowl
She's really not as nice

A7

as she seems on television
rve interviewed
numerous athletes, from
Texas quarterback Colt
McCoy to Miami quarterback Jacory Harris.
I saw; first hand, Kevin
Smith's record-setting season in 2007.
I got a chance to cover
Jermaine Taylor's stellar
senior season. rve covered
the arrival of coaches like
Todd Dagenais and Terry
Rooney to the departure of
long-time legends like Jay
Bergman and Kirk Speraw.
It's sad seeing this
chapter of my journalism
life come to a close. To
the Future no longer in,
well, my future.
. Thanks, and farewell

see
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Featuring current
and former ·
National Team
members Kelly
Kretschman,·
Caitlin Lowe,
J.e ssi_c a Mendoza,
Natasha Watley,
Lauren Lappin,
Andrea Duran
and Cat
Osterman

•

•
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Caitlin I.owe

Cat Osterman

Jessica Mendoza

A whole new ballgame.
0

~with this Ad

Visit USSSAPride.com for full schedule information·
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Mike Posl1er makes stop at Scoop
JESSICA MARTIN
Variety Editor

Sweaty and writhing
bodies were all that could be
seen through the lights as
students swayed to the
sounds of Mike Posner at
Scoop Lounge Sunday

night
Fresh off his performance at Warped Tour earlier
in the day, Posner took to the
stage just after midnight and
played three songs, including his hit "Cooler Than
Me:•
Posner had been touring
to promote the release ofhis
debut album 31 Minutes to
Takeoff onAug.10.
His appearance at Scoop
was one of a homecoming
as Posner told the crowd his
memories of performing at
Scoop a year ago and being
welcomed.
Althoughhe wasn't at the
show last year, Darrien

Eouse a freshman industrial
engineering major had been
listening to Posner for over a
year and was excited to get a
chance to see him perform.
Eouse and a group of
friends at jumped at the
chance to see one of their
favorite artist perform and
paid for VIP seating to be as
close as possible.
''I was excited to hear he
coming here but I was
expecting a lot more" said
Eouse of the performance.
Because Posner only
performed three songs,
Eouse was disappointed
that he wasn't able to hear a
couple of his favorite songs
like "Who Knows" and
"Smoke and Drive"
"It should have been
longer," Eouse said ''Next
time I want it to be an actual concert."
Mike Goldberg, the manager at Deko, who is in
charge of the musical and

was

COURTESY MIKEPOSNER.COM

Singer Mike Posner of°Cooler Than Me''fame returned to Scoop last Sunday for a
special appearance after perfonning at Warped Tour.

celebrity bookings for Deko
and Scoop Lounge, was
pleased with not only the
performance but with the
turnout as well
Goldberg found it wasn't
hard to book Posner as it
was to promote the event
'We tried our hardest to

let people know that he wasn't performing [a concert]
but we advertised as him
performing one song 'Cooler Than Me,' " Goldberg
said
Since he only had a week
to get the word out, Goldberg was surprised at the

number of people that
showed.
"No one knew who he
was last year. We had a
month to promote [last
year] and not a whole lot of
people came. This time we
only had a week and we had
way more people come
out:'
Sophomore Ashlie Taylor was one of many students who came out to see
Posner perform.
Taylor had been a fan of
Posner since December
2009 and this was the first
time seeing the artist live.
''I think it was great especially since he's an up-andcoming, new perform.er.
He's pretty good"
It was only a year ago
that Posner was performing
at Scoop to an audience that
couldn't even name one of
his songs.
This time around, the
crowd knew every word
V
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Sweltering show
leaves its mark
fD
FROM

A8

snarled, yelled and growled
to the rowdy onlookers. The
fact that this was indeed the
same:event as the one I had
witnessed earlier, was
mind-boggling.
Giving my vibrating ear
drums a rest, I traveled
· cross the fair grounds to my
third stage visit ofthe day to
watch Phoenix pop-rock
band The Summer Set.
There I ran into much the
same crowd of girls as earlier, but with a little more
edge.
The band, mocking the
''we're not allowed to curse
on stage" rule mandated by
a sign hung off to the side,,
asked the crowd to do it for
them
"On the count of three, I
want you to scream your
favorite curse word as loud
as you can," the lead singer
said with a smile. And of
course, the crowd of mostly
underage girls obliged
· Throughout the day I did
my part to to check out the
local Florida bands flooding
this years festival. VersaEmerge of Port St. Lucie,
Mayday Parade from Tallahassee, and Hey Monday of
West Palm all did their part
to represent. -The biggest
Florida headliner, taking -on
the main stage as the closing
performance of the day; was
the pop-punk band, with the
occasional radio play under
it's belt, We The Kings.
Though most of the park

For photos &
interviews visit

www.UCFNews.com

had cleared out by the
bands 8:10 p.m. set time, We
The Kings still drew one of
the larger: crowds ofthe day.
Their set featured crowd
sing-a-longs, circle pits, and
guest appearances by Mike
Posner and Hey Monday's
Cassadee Pope.
Granted not the rowdiest
crowd of the day - earlier I
past a circle pit of probably
about 15 people slamming
into each other chicken
fighting- but they did their
part as a steady stream of
crowd surfers made their
way .to the front as redheaded front man Travis
Clark told the girls to "shake
your booties like you're at a
hip-hop show'' and the guys
to jam out like they were
moshing to a death-metal
band
Van's Warped Tour 2010
left nothing in it's wake at
the Central Florida Fairgrounds but a few hundred
empty water bottles and
disguarded set-lists scattering the grass. But in those
that were there sweating it
out watching their favorite
bands, it left them just
enough to hold them over
until next years show comes
to town. Maybe that'll give
them enough time to wash
off all the sweat, the grim
out oftheir hair and for their
bruises and sunburns to
heal
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Jersey Shorea fist-pmnping relief
I'll admit it, my along with the 4.8 million viewers who tuned
in for the finale of season 1 - fascination with
the hair gelled housemates of Jersey Shore
doesn't make any sense.
Well, at least it
TYLER GILLESPIE
shouldn't.
Columnist
Formulaic in its conception - The Real
drunk and [insert verb],
World mixed with the
and so on.
Sopranos and a little bit
Now, the second seaof the Girls/Guys Gone
son of the show, which
Wild franchise added
starts Thursday at 9
for flavor - Jersey Shore p.m. on MTV, promises
hasn't redefined or
to delve deeper into the
enriched the "reality" of labyrinth of their collec. reality television.
tive psyches as they
And it may, in fact, be navigate the perils of
detrimental to the state · Miami Beach.
of today's youth.
Originally surroundBut who cares about • ed by controversy for
that when you have fist- the casts' liberal and
pumping?
self-referential usage of
The first season of
the sometimes derogathe reality show, for
tory Italian slang term
those who have been
"guido" and subsestuck under a boardwalk quently "guidette," Jeror spend all their time
sey Shore has perplexedGTL-ing - or Gym,
ly become one of the
Tan, Laundry - chroni- most talked about noncled the lives of seven
competitive reality.
(well, technically, eight
shows in recent memobut who counts Angeliry.
na "trash bags" anyAnd a lot of people
way?) Italian-Americans can't really figure out
as they drank their way
why the show is so popthrough a summer spent · ular.
on the.actual Jersey
The Situation and
Shore - the one with
company aren't really
sand and stuff.
all that interesting or
For a whole season,
talented; they're just a
we watched as the
group of over-inflated
roommates got drunk
egos and breasts/ pees
and hooked up, got
with rock-hard hair.
drunk and fought, got
The cast could actu-

ally be considered a
borderline-offensive
parody of almos~ every
behavior ( they'r~ vapid,
consumed with l9oks,
aggressive) that society
deems undesitable. ·
I mean, come on.
Snooki recently admitted' that she's only ever
read two books - Twilight and Dear John and during the season,
Ronnie got arrested for
knocking out some guy
on the boardwalk.
At best, Jersey Shore
is a semi-escapist television show that produces
some awesome one-liners.
At worst, the program highlights the
social degradation of a
minority group and the
willing glamorization of
violently (and sometimes criminally) selfindulgent behavior.
Part of me wants to
rip the show apart for
the fact that it revels in
misogynistic tones arid
literal woman-bashing.
Or discuss ho.w Jersey
Shore is so far past the
line of bad taste that it
makes Ed Hardy look
like a designer tuxedo.
Watching a half-hour
episode may actually
lower people's IQ$ a few
poh)ts, put the show is
like a self-tanner:-tinted
train wreck, and I can't
look away no matter
how much I want to put
down the duck phone.

Maybe, I can't hate or
even dislike the show,
because, while the characters (because at this
point that's what they
are) egregiously defile
social acceptability and
responsibility, a part of
me still somehow
wouldn't mind beatingup-the-beat with them.
Well, at least watch
from a very far distance
as they do this in the
middle of neon lights
and half-naked bodies.
Just never have a
conversation with one
of them.
Reality shows allow
people to indulge in
their voyeuristic tendencies from the safety
of their home television
or computer screen.
Maybe it isn't their
so-called relatable personas that are so charming, but that their complete lack of
self-awareness is somehow mind-numbingly
fascinating.
I mean, come on, no
one - not even their
poufed-selves - takes
them seriously, right?
A stranger's wild
behavior on television is
effectually a vehicle for
the most sane, stable
people to vicariously
live their lives, and for
this, Jersey Shore is a
perfect free-wheeling /
vehicle.
/.,
And we can all fist
pump to that.
'

Thursday, 8/26
6 pm-10-pm

Saturday, 8/28

Waterford Lakes
11351 Lake Under Hill Rd.

10 am-2 pm

{next to Hooters)

Saturday, 8/28

407.73 7.6606

3 pm-7 pm

Winter Park
7644 University Blvd'.

at the UCF Courtyard
by Marriott
1· Comprehensive program $795
·
including materials

407.671.7791

~

•

• 407-869-8111

South Orlando • 407-345-1139

1-.888-302-8111
websterorlando.corn E~mail: orlan(to@weftster.edu
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OUR STANCE
ITS NOT A. PQEDAAA, ~

I ™INK IT'S AWIKILEA!<SI

A great ride, but
time to move on
T

he 20th issue of the Future
the road to Bright House Network
this summer marks the end
Stadium, covering the 2010 football
of my run as the editor-inseason - cue the boo birds - iri
chief of this college publication
. addition to hosting a sports talk
1bis sports writer weathered
radio show on Knightcast.
the storm in the dog days of sumMy journey with the Future
mer.
almost didn't happen I e-mailed
I will be the first to say that
then-sports editor Padrick Brewer
running a college paper is a diffiin the fall of 2008 with my intercult task and a stressful one at
ests of writing for his section I .
that. Regardless, I learned many
never got a reply and was discourCARLOS PINEDA
Editor-in·Chief
lessons overseeing the Future.
aged by it. I don't know wha.t it
Nothing always goes according
was, but I decided to give it anothto pl~ in a newsroom. Getting frustrated
er try in January 2009 and finally began writwas not uncommon for me, particularly
ing.
If not for contacting Brewer again, I don't
when you're trying to put the best possible
product together and not everything goes ·
think I'd be where I am now. 1brough writcorrectly, but it was still an incredible experi- ing for the Future, I met a great cast of people
ence.
and have become good friends with many of
I entered this summer with limited knowl- the staffers, both past and present. I have
edge of overseeing an editorial staff and malc- covered various UCF sports teams and each
ing sure that we finished on deadline on each is unique in their own way.
Before applying to be editor-in-chief: I had
production day.
my doubts. I'm glad that I shook off those
Looking back at my time as editor-inchiet: I grew as an individual and led a staff in reservations I had and took a job with so
covering the UCF campus and surrounding
much responsibility, especially one where
areas.
your decision-making is critiqued on a daily
At the Future I worked up the ladder for
basis and how you do is seen by the entire
nearly two years to get to where I am now.
campus.
From being a sports writer, covering a wide
I would like to thank my staff, adviser,
variety ofUCF athletics, I stepped outside
general manager and, of course, D).y family
my comfort zone and took on a big responsiand friends. They have always encouraged
bility.
me to follow my dreams.
After three months of running a school
I have written more than 200 articles, an
accomplishment I am very proud of. I consis- paper, it's time to return to my passion and
tently produced content for the sports secthat is sports writing. The sports world is
tion and was given the opportunity to run a
always changing and it is up to us writers to
student paper, an accomplishment in its own change along with the times and provide the
It is a decision I don't regret, even though I
best possible coverage.
was nervous to apply for the job.
On that note, I leave you, the readers, with
a quote I used in my farewell as the sports
These past three months are moments, .
that helped define who I am and what I will
editor my senior year in high school at Pembroke Pines Charter High.
become.
Only Truman Burbank could sum it up so
Writing for the Future opened the door to
sports writing; a passion that cannot be
well
"Good morning, and in case I don't see ya,
described.
good afternoon, good evening, and good
'That door has led to great writing opportunities in the fall. _
·
night."
Carlos Pineda has left the building.
1bis fall I will be taking my talents down

Getting better
going forward
B

•

•

minor idea What you may consider
efore diving right into this,
small may balloon into a campusit's probably important to
wide issue and UIWeil something
note that the fall is going to
many people completely overbe extremely busy.
looked.
Even after football season,
The Future is a part ofUCF, and,
Homecoming and the generally
as such, we will begin meeting with
busy atmosphere ofUCF. there will
students on campus to gather new
always be new things for us to
writers, photographers and ideas.
covet Both the new editorial staff
1bis will allow us to reach out to ·
and myself couldn't be more excitevery major, year and style of stued about a busy semester.
EMRE KELLY
Photo Editor
dent. In turn, we can simultaneously
As the incoming editor-in-chief:
create an issue that is more diversirm going to do my best to bring the
Future~ close to breaking technology as possi- fied in its representation ofUCFs student
body.
.
ble. Improved website resources, faster comAbove all of these, our goal will be to leave .
munication between staf( and easier commuthe Future with an impact. As editor-in-chie~
nication with you - our readership - is of
rm given some flexibility in adding my own
paramount importance to us.
Technology is progressing at an exponential kind of style to each issue. I have put together a
staff that not only works well together, but also
rate. In order to .w ork alongside UCFs
is willing to take on new challenges with a
advances, we too have to evolve.
We will need your help throughout this
team mindset
The most advantageous part about having a
process, as your feedback is essential to our
strong, experienced team is its ability to multi.writers and editors.
task. While we create issues, we're going to
Web comments, views, and website hits
also create a Future that, in comparison to its
give us strong, statistical data on how we're
predecessors, is unique in its own way.
performing and what people are reading. We'll
The pages that lay in front of you are not a
take advantage oftools such as these to make
respoµsibility that we take lightly. I sincerely
sure that the content we deliver is not only
hope that by the time you have read a few
newsworthy, but interesting.
issues, you will have noticed some of the
At the Future, we're going to try our best to
changes taking place. These, alongside our trareorganire. During my time working for the
ditional methods of production, will lead to
U.S. military, I realized that structure and flexiwhat I believe will be a more well-rounded and
bility always have to work hand-in-hand
interesting newspaper for the entire student
For us to keep up with UCF's constantly
body.
changing atmosphere, we at the Future have to
Even ifyou're a casual reader that picks up
evolve alongside it. Staying true to certain
the Future to do the crossword or check out the
foundations is essential, but working at a uniclassifieds, we want you to be interested. By
versity ofUCFs size and scope will require us
producing each issue, we're attempting to aid
to pay more attention to many new things.
students in being well-rounded and knowlAs mentioned, we have to stay true to who
edgeable about the UCF they care for.
we are: journalists. We are, at our core, curious
Personally, I can't wait to hear from you and interested in the events that affect the
our readership - on our performance. rm
world around us.
thrilled that rm able to work this closely with
We'd love to hear from you about what you
the Future and make sure that it sees the same
inay consider interesting or ifyou have any
kinds of advancements that UCF does.
ideas about improvements. Creating a transI anticipate an incredibly interesting semesparent environment so that you can contact
ter taking place at UCF this fall I sincerely look
~ofthe editorial staff is always a prime conforward to meeting many of you at one of the
"~ever hesitatt,? to contact us, even if it's for a w,ost dynamic universities in the nation: U(W

s

DON WRIGHT / TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

Sit back, relax and let
your brain wander
from sleep specialists that
Summer classes end
next week, and we all
have linked tired teens to
technology.
deserve a break. Whether
Although the studies
you are finishing your
focused on teens specifidegree and beginning the
cally, they are not the
hunt for.a job or returnonly age group experiing to UCF in late August,
encing a near addiction
your brain and your body
to new technology fads.
could both benefit from
How many times have
some rest.
Taking summer classJERRIANN SULLIVAN you checked your FaceGuest Columnist
book or Twitter news
es, especially if combined
feeds in the past day?
with internships or jobs,
Taking time to r1:st means giving
can create a momentum of productivity that can be hard to stop. Work- up the demands of daily life, even
ing harder is not always necessary,
the fun ones. Take a break from
Facebook and Twitter for at least a
though, and if you rest, then you'll
few days.
be able to work smarter instead
I promise nothing of great signifiSince the new semester does not
cance will occur on either site in
start until Aug. 23, you still have
that time. And even if it does, you
some time to enjoy the summer.
Taking a vacation, even a short one;
can always scroll through the missed
days and catch yourself up.
is a fast way to transition to a
An important component of
relaxed state of mind, void of lists
mental and physical health is allowand an endless e-mail inbox.
ing your brain to spend time doing
If you are like most of the other
people enrolled in college, you prob- nothing. Your brain and your body ·
need to rest in order to recharge and
ably can't afford to fly to an exotic
location Lucky for you, Florida
recuperate from recent events. Duroffers vacation options that are only
ing this time of rest, your brain will
naturally wander and contemplate
a few hours away. Heading to
things you might not have had time
. Miami, Tampa or St. Augustine for a
few days will allow you to escape
for before because of your busy
your usual routine without abandon- schedule.
Before a new semester starts is
ing your budget.
Leaving Orlando might not be ari the perfect to contemplate upcoming events, choices and situations.
option at all, which if fine, because
Perhaps you'll realize you need a
you can still reap the rewards of a
vacation minus the change of
break from the classes in your minor
and want to focus on your major for
scenery. Staycations have become
a while. You could think of a new
very popular since many people
would rather spend their time relax- organization or club to join that will
ing at home. The benefits of rest will make next summer's internship easibe present regar<;lless of which place · er to get.
You'll never know what your next
you choose, as long as you are actubrilliant idea is if you don't allow
ally resting.
yourself the time - and rest - to
The Chicago Tribune reported
this week.on several recent studies
discover it.
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MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

CAMPUS

AROUND

'Do you agree with
faculty.bonuses?'

..

1\)

If)

SHANNON WESTON-JOSSIE

AMANDA RODRIGUEZ

Psychology, junior

Psychology/legal studies, senior

"All Ihave to say is it must be
really nice to be getting a
bonus rigbt now."

"I don't see why they should
be getting bonuses right now
with how the economy is."

CHRIS BANNISTER
Political science, junior

"I'mnot for it. They shouldn't
be getting any extra money
right now."

BRENT JOSEPH

MING WU

Hospitality management, senior

Biology, freshman

"Ithank God for the leadership
at this school, and I believe
that they will make good decisions."

"If you look at the total
amount that's given out for
these bonuses, it's not that
much money. Idon't think we
should be worried abo ;t it."

,

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

CLASSIFICATIONS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed for Thurs. -i ssue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 am. -5p.m .

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.~om/classifieds

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-Tmie. C
Help Wanted: Full-T111e C
BusinessOpportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
ForRentApartments
B
Roonvnates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

RATES

325 ForSale:Automotive

350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcanents
Traver
WoRhip .
Miscellaneous
Wanted

Rate
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A

RateB

Rate(

$9
$6

$)3

$J.9

$9

$)3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiplepublication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Ente~and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

. ,-.

I~ ROOMMATES

100
P/f ~ ~ass:riale
p:mi:m aval. Ms (.c,.e Dogs.
VEtA<a-Tiel Elcp. a pus!
l..o::aocns i1 Om:b ard &nord
**'www.~net*""
ernai re&rne i)
J c b s @ ~.ret
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$:nladayp'.)lential. llb
8cpelierre Necesscry. Trcn-g
F'n:M:led.~18+0K
!ro-965-6520 ext 1W

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.
nea:led mre:ialay. Ell?lElllent
cuslomerservice sl<ils, Jrniciert
o:Jnl).Rar~ a rrust Emal

re&rne 10 c:sr.reftex@gnai.ccm

Local l...CF!cniy needs pt Ji::!<
1.4) ard ctcp off, 3 day&W(, 10-15
In.rs. T}Ji:aly~ ~
safe ca- ard ctM"g ra:ml. $101T

with rem:x.rsmertfor gas
nileEge. Please SLbrit re&rne i)
jenifers005@gnai.<Xl1Tl.

Merdiie's Frozen Yogut
of Wm Pooc, Flis bol<rgb'
Ehft leooe!s with e;,cp, ard dayline
aval. 930am. il5p.m. i11hefall.
For m:re m.e-ma1 restll)e 1D
wi1113fpa'kro1 iers@merdies.<XllTl.
www.merdieswi11apev<Xl1Tl

200

•

212. HLnter's ReseMl Concb
kx:aled 1 rriefrom LCFfurished,wcx:xib3rali: hx;O:irg fans,~ p:,n:t,,washer,ttye:~gym,cilrouse,tems ard
basked:lal CXU1s. $1250trollh
a.v.ilallef.uJJ& 1st rirmestlld
cal fvt:hele @813-763-5517

+ Sec Dep. 407'359-6001

9
)

.

Bolh dose il ¼lercia & LCF!
2/2. lvvmJme CXJT1)lelely ramded
Avaia:le ro.v! !rd WfiJ $OOGtro
2/2. Qro:JI NeMy rermcled, ird
WfiJ ~
-407-923-3400

WHY Rent

2 Rrona!es wanted i1 rire t-ome
1/2 rrie from LCF with rra,y
i:rnerities. Al LJtils,c;aje ard
mmet i-d.md $475 m:n1h +
$200dep?Git Cal ~4079008255 rrust be fP/ frierdy, dea1
a r d ~.
.

OM1 ~ t-ome TODAY!
Lovay rane, pivale yard, q..iet .
~ Cal Diana 407-687-6992
Kelef Wla'Tls Reaty

100% NEW Maltress ard Box twi1
$85, flJ $95, q.ieen $110, ki"g
$189.with w.:vra,ty!ca-i Deiver.
407-9364194

Waet:xa Lakes, 417 & 400. In a
rire q..iet I ieigtx)rlmd.
$450,lro. w.tl & uti rd. Please
cal 407-249-2059

STUDENT SPECIAL
Enrd re.v FLU size mauress set
$100. Freefrlme. QUEEN
mauress pus oox $189. Wnle
q.a,tities last. Cal 407-484-1182

1 roan avai i1 2/1.5 r-m&ookirg

TCM'liwse For Rent 2 Bd25 Ba both
mas1ers, a l ~ inlla:l. 1/2
rri.from LCF, WfiJ. Aval No.v.

$750too. Cal 4-0-7-3106583

Rmale fl81. $fOO!ro. rd al

Uti.bile. 15 rm to LCF. AvaJ
roll. Cus1orrized lea'3e aval.
Call 352-8)4-3623

Rmale IOCmT1ae Wcria:l. CleErl,
safe, ard Q..iet1rlwrtwse ~
doseil l.CFcaTµJS. E\El}1ti"g
ird.mJb-$475. CalREtlecx::a
407-701-8331.

225
21:r/2.5b Tewvrhse Vdoria Piles
QJet Ol'ml 15 rm from L..CF
Screened paoo w/ sblgl, WfiJ
$'95Cm) cal 561-312-1496

HLGE PARKJl'JG LOT SALE!!!
o.-iecbYWCA
7900 Red Bl.g Lake Pod, o.-iecb
Cal - 407-359{l600

Pam b' rert i13Q t-ome i1Asttgon
P<lk. New ard dea'l. 5 rrins from LCF.
Q.jetoormuity. ~ neiret, 'Mleless, ard preni.rn c;aje_ $495tno uti ird.
Cal407~

UCFA\IE ORLANDO ·
C.cbial Poire LuxuyPps
1 & 2 Bectocms Free WfiJ, pod,
ft]-esscener, palics.
23:xl Eron Ci". 407-&M001

Jtiy31st, 8:00crn - 1~

SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent In 4'2 home i, qulet
Alafaya Woods min. from UCF.
Phone, cable, Broadband. Fenced
Yri $550'mo. util. Incl.
Call Zach .23!H8&6241

4/2 with pod, si-ge fmily t-ome,
rrruesfrom LCF, $100Gtro.
.~
se::dep. 321-544-2369
ernai1 1 l m ~cxrn b' p'-ob,.

Roommate wanted
My rare is Eric I'm 24 ard I 1w i1
a smal 2 bed IWTl 1 balh twse
di of GotlemJd roa:l with a lWT1
for rent $400 AU. lit ird.
I om a ITTJSicia1 ard have
iere<ISal tvvUl a week. Srroke
a--d ab:ml free twse. When tl;ie
ba-d isn\ al 1he twse rehearsirg
it is vay, ~ q..iet 15 rm.deS
- from LCF ard 5 rrtues from Fu
Sa.Serous rq..iries CD1td me
.
al 407-702-3739.

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

2

Monday puzzle:
Easy /eve/

6

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

8
3

350

NJn.Srroka; femae rocmnales
Wcria:l. near LCF, E ¼lercia &

Room b' Rent i1 a 3.Q.5
il'Mmuse kx:aled 5 nies from
LCF. Lookirgb'adeal,
responsije roorrmale. Rent is
$400 + 1/3 of1he utilies. Cal
Argela at 407-9204827-

© Puzzles by Pappocom

3 7
4
1
8
7
5
2
4
8
3 9

4

407-760-0768 ensarooo@rolmail.<XllTl
www.RlrRaiNEBUCF.ocrn
8eauiftj 3Qruslom ci..pex, 2 rri
il LCF.1150s:ift,~ rd.
No-Hmlki-g, pees ok. $1200tro

3 suldo lku

9

l'blyfurished lWT1 i1 b\ey
toose. lJi rd 10rri1s from
LCF. Ca:Jle t"oolll.4), ro pees.
$475\ro. Cal L~ 407-282-0187

Walerlord Lakes:
Lage waterlrort tones & iMmlmes
3, 4 & 5 txtm $1,215 & 1.4>. Yatl !rd.
lrlMiJal l..ea5e5Avai.

8

5 6

5 2

4

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Cry of feigned
innocence
6 Northwest
Passage seeker
11 Spy's eye, briefly
14 Ancient Greek
dialect
15 Sheepish?
· 16 Cany a balance
17 Competition for
wttches?
19 "Movett!"
20 Churl
21 Prove pleasing
23 Prit-a-porler
monogram
24 Nest egg
segments, briefly
26 Not big bttes
27 Competition for
entomologists?
31 Churchill _
34 Brand that may
cause brain
freeze
35 "What have we
here?r
36 Words while
anteing
37 Brother of Moses
39 Awestruck,
40 Bridge tum
41 "First Lady of
Song"
42 Inside
infonnation?
43 Competition for
pastors?
47 R&B singer
India..:__

48_ Sutra

CH:ERLEADERS: OrlandoAII

49Some H.S.
students
52 Bodybuilder's
breakfast, maybe
55 Nod off, in slang
57 She r 1ayed Bea
in "K1IIBill"
58 Competition for
• painters?
60 With 29-Down,
cabbage variety
61 Typeface type
62Agreeto
parllclpate
63 _ out: barely
manage
64 Some are urban
65 Vampire's
concern

Sias, tcpcontenderal
Wafds, is looklllJ t o ~
tams of all levels. If you a-e
18oryois,ger, aid wwd stil
lovetocheerc::or)lletitive
we have a spotfor you! .
Please call a Coach at 407-offl9i!/Jlfor more inlcnil8liolt1D
9ChedlJe a tryout dale.

DOWN
1 Thin, as smoke

--

By Doug Peter son & John Doppler Schiff

2 Signs of
optimism
3 Hollywood dad
or his acting
daughter
4 Thickness
measures
5 Cream puffs
6 Source of cold
comfort?
7 Batter's fig.
8 They hang in
seafood
restaurants
9 Not a good
shot
10 Links
appointment
11 Pre-railroad
transport
12 Missing in the
mil.
13 Little cry
18 Cross letters
22NewDeal

prog.

25 Aspen rooftop
sight,
27 1980 Tumer
launch
28 Natural prefix
29 See 60-Across
30 Big bikes
31 "Mine!'
- 32 Leave out
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Last issue solved
33 Not nodding

37 "TtufTortoise
and the Hare,"
fbr one
38 Sam Adams,
maybe
39 'We _ the
Champions"
41 Bon mot
42 Playbook
symbols
44 Poetic
preposition

45 Shrubs with

- -

1!dible nuts -~ ·-

46 Latin love
49 To some extent

colloquially
50 Hexahedral

puzzle inventor
51 "Gypsy" composer
52Yahoo
53 Bad way to run
54 Thin opening
56 Dldni surrender
59 'Well, _ -dl-dah"

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classified s

Roomnates 1D share 1tis beaJtili.J,-

:l

cx:rrpletely furisha:j 2/2. rord:>(Less 1ha1 1 rrie from l...CF
call)US) pod,ci.tJtnLsegym,telTis & basketbal ~

kild'lel1,washer.tt,e:
\\OOdi::er!m::fkxlls,~

b m l y ~ i:xn:1-~
rcxmnate A~ALg 1st
hides all uiilies ard c;aje,Cal
MK:hele 813-763-5517.

1-bstfcniy tm 3 roans aval. b'
fanalestu:lenls aiy. 2 'iby
t-ome 1.5 rri to LCF. $475 util, wifi
& WD rd. Call Fay 407-739-0183
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Call in:

Log on:

407-447-4555

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

W alk in:
I I 82S High Tech Ave.

Suite # 100 •
Orlando, FL 32817
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